Martha Stewart Skylands Set of 4 Landscape Solar Lights

**Problem** – The solar lights do not turn on at night

**Solution** – Make sure the battery tabs are removed from the battery compartment and the solar panel is in the “on” position inside the battery compartment. The solar batteries will not charge if the solar panel is in the “off” position. Also make sure the solar panel is not located too close to other light sources as the photo sensor will detect the light and not turn the solar lights on.

**Problem** – Water is leaking into the back of the solar panel

**Solution** – The battery compartment cap creates a water tight connection once the cap is fully screwed securely on. Make sure the cap is attached correctly and fully secure to prevent water from accessing the battery compartment.

**Problem** – Lights are only staying on for a couple hours at night

**Solution** – Make sure the solar panel is located in direct sunlight for 5 hours and position the solar panel on an angle as the photo sensor to automatically turn on at dusk is located on the back of the panel to prevent the solar lights from prematurely turning on.

**Problem** – Only a couple lights are turning on at night

**Solution** – Make sure the connections between the lights are fully attached and the cap screws are securing the connections. This will also prevent water from accessing the connection points and preventing the lights to turn on.

*Information provided by Jiawei Technology HK Ltd.*